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“Watch out!”

With a tremendous lurch, Levi leaped to Fredrick swiftly.

Bang!

A bullet was fired to where they stood and left a fist-sized hole in the wall.

What if the bullet hit our head? We will explode like a watermelon!

“Sniper!” Fredrick screamed before taking a deep breath.

He had had experiences on the battlefield, so he knew exactly what kind of
weapon could be so powerful.

Bang!

Before he could react, another gunshot was fired.

Levi and Fredrick continued to dodge.

Another hole appeared in the wall causing the wall to shake continuously.

Bang! Bang!



Bang! Bang!

Bang! Bang!

……

A series of gunshots were fired by 47, using his sniper rifle in the dark.

Levi and Fredrick had to evade at full tilt.

In the end, they had no choice but to jump into the courtyard and hid behind a
bunker quickly.

Boom! Boom! Boom!

However, even the thirty-meter-long bunker collapsed.

It was crashed into pieces by another series of gunshots.

“47!”

Levi and Fredrick looked at each other and immediately knew who he was.

47, the King of Assassins is here for me? Levi chortled.

Well…he’s indeed something!

Not only he knew how to occupy the high ground and lock his targets, but he also
had consummate sniper skills!

Perhaps, the only person in the world who could escape from his shot was Levi.

Even a master like Alfie might not be able to get away in such a situation.



But when 47, who stood on the high ground, saw Levi get away, he was shocked.

He had never missed his target in the past ten years, and there was no need for
him to shoot the second time to vanquish his target completely.

But I have fired ten gunshots today and still couldn’t get him. Damn! This is
ridiculous!

There was a hint of excitement in 47’s eyes.

It was the first time in ten years that he had met such an opponent, and he was
getting excited.

And He had never been so excited before.

I must kill him!

It must be a great accomplishment if he were able to kill his target this round.

Hence, without further ado, he jumped down from the twenty-story building and
chased Levi from behind.

On the other side, Levi, hiding behind the bunker, was on his nerve. He had to
stay alert with movements around him.

In fact, he could hear even the faintest noise around him now.

47 was fast.

In a flash, he had moved a few hundred meters and was close to Levi now.

Clank! Clank! Clank!



While running, 47 assembled his weapons at the same time.

And as soon as he reached the bunker where Levi and Fredrick were hiding, he
had the rocket launcher ready.

Snap!

Besides that, he had assembled all his other firearms too.

Running, assembling, and loading the weapons…

47 could do almost everything in one go as if he did them at the same time.

“Go to hell!”

Boom!

47 then fired the bunker where Levi and Fredrick were hiding.

Bang!

The rocket launcher scored a direct hit on the bunkers before they collapsed and
were engulfed in flames.

Upon seeing the scenario, 47’s lips curled into a grin…


